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Abstract

This paper would figure out the teacher’s response on “Teaching Pyramid Model-Curriculum 2013” program
implementation, that located in a Kindergarten, in Bandung-Indonesia. This research was using a descriptive-analytic
approach as a method. Data were obtained through interviews and questionnaires that addressed to the teachers and
principal. The results showed that the teacher and principals have a good response for the “Teaching Pyramid Model-
Curriculum 2013” program implementation. Teachers and principals argued that some good behaviours had developed and
become a new habit among the children. Some student showed more orderly, polite, neat, clean, and care.  Teachers also
explained that using posters and media can help a student more understand and easier to follow the rules. In general,
character building on TPM-Kurtilas in a concrete way, integrated and systematic approach could facilitate children to
understand and perform a good behaviour.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Character building is one of prime goal that would
be reach in national education in Indonesia. This
issue has been stated on the national education’s
goal that express in Law No. 2/1989, as follows;

"educating national life, developing a true
Indonesians human being, the man who is faithful
and devoted to Almighty God, then has noble
character, knowledge and skills. The man who has
spiritual and physical health, steady and
independent personality, also has social and
national responsibility".

To implement that national education goal
education system needs to create learning process
systematically and planned greatly (UUSPN 2003
Chapter 1 article 1 paragraph 1 and 2)

Unfortunately, in general, kindergarten teachers
face challenging to teach character for the children.
Some teachers feel a lack of experience to teach
moral, value, religions or character in the school.
Then, they teach morality or character more

academically (Rachmawati, 2005).   The experts said
that in Indonesia, the subject of Pancasila morality
and civics is more academic and theoretical than
applicative (Wardhani, 2010). Similarly, in
kindergarten, Teachers more focus on academic
teaching. This evident from the observation of some
previous researchers that teachers only prepare a
learning program that focuses on academic skills
like reading, writing, and arithmetic (Mumun 2009;
Fuadah, 2013; Muhartini, 2013; Giyatni 2013; Arie
& Rakhmawati, 2014). Furthermore, the focus of
instruction in kindergarten in general is still
domination by cognitive aspects, so the character
education is remains low (Olim, A. 2010; Humaida,
2013; Ratnasari, 2015)Related to this issue, Chou,
Yang and Huang, (2014) point out  that character
building should begin in  young child. In Addition,
Ferdiawan & Son (2013) emphasized that young
child period is the strategic age to develop children’s
personality.
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TPM-Kurtis’s or Teaching Pyramid Model-
Curriculum 2013 (Listiana & Rachmawati, 2016) is
one of the character building models that implement
in the school to solve teacher difficulties. This TPM-
Kurtilas is adopted Teaching Pyramid Model on
national curriculum 2013.  The Teaching Pyramid
Model is a character building program that created
by Lise Fox (2003) in USA. This following would
figure out the TPM-Kurtilas construction that is used
for this research:

Figure.1.  Model  TPM –Kurtilas
(Listiana & Rachmawati,2016)

TPM-Kurtilas is an adaptation Teaching Pyramid
Model with National Curriculum 2013, which has
the goal to build children character. In this model,
statement of learning goal, target and contents it
takes from National curriculum 2013 statement.
Furthermore, preparing media and class setting are
arranged to base on situation and local culture.
While teaching strategy and the structured, it
borrowed from Teaching Pyramid Model (Listiana
& Rachmawati, 2016). The TPM strategy and
Structure had four stages of its implementation; the
first one builds positive relationship between teacher
and students; then, environment setting
concussively; teaching activity; and the last
intervention for students who need it (Fox et al,
2003)

Some previous research, discussing Teaching
Pyramid Model related to teaching activity at
various levels, trainings, and comparing models. The
TPM research connected with teaching activity
arranged by Fox et al. (2003) that elaborated TPM to
support social competency and prevent the
“challenging behavior” on young children.
Furthermore, Fox & Lentini (2006) studied TPM in
teaching children social and emotional skills.
Moreover, Hemmeter et al. (2006) trying to connect
TPM with another variable.  He found that TPM not
only builds children social-emotional foundation,

but also can help children build school readiness.  In
addition, another topic is TPM related to training
teachers and professional workshop that doing by
Fox et al. (2009) and Hemmeter et al. (2011).
Moreover, Fox et al (2010) had compared the TPM
with “Respond to Intervention (RtL) model." And
the last, Branson & Demchak (2010) doing research
to implement TPM in toddler.

While, this article is a part of research series on
TPM-Kurtilas that held in Bandung-West Java for
three years’ research. Some topic regarding the TPM
–Kurtilas are formulated the TPM Model (Listiana&
Rachmawati, 2016), developing social-spiritual skill
instrument, the effectiveness TPM-Kurtilas in
school, The effect of TPM Kurtilas on changing
behavior. This research is talking about the teacher
opinion on TPM Kurtilas implementation in
Kindergarten.  The TPM-Kurtilas models need
critique, comment and evaluation from stake holder
and experts because the program is still new. This
paper is trying to express teachers and principal
respond related to TPM-Kurtilas implementation
process in school.

2 THE METHOD

The method used for this study was descriptive
approach. Data were obtained by interviews and
questioners, which addressed to the teacher and
principal as the implementer of the program. This
research conducted in a Kindergarten, Municipality
of Bandung. The implementation process takes place
every day with 30 minutes in each of learning’s
opening (circle time). Learning materials provided
related to the social and spiritual attitudes. Social
attitudes include healthy behavior, curiosity,
creative, aesthetic, confident, discipline, self-
reliance, caring, cooperation, adaptive, honest,
humble, and polite. While the spiritual attitude
includes the acceptance of the teaching espoused.
The program was implemented for about five
months from February-June 2016.

3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Children Positive Character

The teacher and school principal said that after the
implementation of TPM Kurtilas for about four
months, the children are accustomed to do good
habits such as: neat, clean, polite, sharing, caring,
knowing the rules (Mrs. Esa and Mrs. Tiara
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(pseudonym, 29 June 2016).  Teacher’s perceived
that these behaviours can be seen through the
attitude of children who regularly do it. As revealed
by Mrs. Esa opinion as below:

“When the children came up into the class, some
of them are tidy the clothes up, comb the hair, even
some of them used to wash hand; The children
become calmer when eating and praying,
accustomed to say hello while entering the
classroom; getting more easily to be reminded about
some rules, willing to put toys; saying sorry and
forgiving easily”.

A well-structured instruction as found in TPM-
Kurtilas on teaching values have helped children
better prepared and understand the good values that
are expected embedded on them. Teaching values
have been integrated manner starting with building a
positive impression on the teachers and its
environment, creating a sense of comfort on
children, helping the process of good character
establishment as expressed by Butterfield, et.al.
(2013) which found that positive relationship makes
the children become more brave in communication
and regulating their behavior.  As Lickona (1991)
emphasized the importance of three components of
good character namely moral feeling, moral
knowing, and moral action.   Reinforced by Java-
Philosophy pioneered by Ki Hajar Dewantara about
tringa: ngerti-ngrasa-nglakoni or in other words
mean understanding, feeling, and performing
(Wardani, 2010). TPM-Kurtilas help children build
positive character. With this character education that
applied in systematic and sustainable way, a child
would be as emotionally intelligent (Wardani, 2010).

3.2 The Importance of Poster as a Media

The existence of Media in teaching moral and
character values not only can improve the quality of
teaching and learning process but also ease the
children in learning. The media as a tool can make
the learning process runs effectively,
understandable, concrete more in explaining an
abstract image so as to reduce the occurrence of
verbalism (Nurseto, 2012).

As it also happened in the Implementation of
TPM-Kurtilas at school. The use of posters are
helpful especially when teacher and also children
implement the rules and regultions at school. The
posters image the rule in the concrete way thus the
children understand the rules and regulation easily.
So the teacher got easy to explain the rules and build

positive behavior. By poster medium, the teacher
and school principal say that children become more
orderly and organized. As similarly felt by Mrs.
Tiara and Mrs.Esa in the field:

“Children are easier to get reminded on the rules.
As when eating time, there were child whose
seized/noise, the teacher or even other student just
only pointed out to the eating regulations poster to
remind him (Mrs.Esa (pseudonym) Wednesday, 29
June 2016)”.

Naturally, poster as a graphic medium used to
attract attention, clarify the grain ideas, and illustrate
the facts so that it attracts people to always get
remember on it (Susilana and Riyana, 2009). The
advantage of poster usage as a graphic medium is
also facilitating and accelerating the student’s
understanding on the message given (Susilana and
Riyana, 2009).

3.3 The Selection of Appropriate
Materials and Media

Realizing that children still think concretely, need a
lot of  repetition to understand something, the
selection of appropriate materials to become a
learning media is strickly done by the teachers. It is
related to the teachers’concern about long lasting
poster usage and other supported media that
continously in use. It is stated by Mrs. Tiara and
Mrs. Esa in the following quote:

“... Some media needs to be improved, such as
poster boards that can be rubbed (brushing teeth
procedures faded due to water exposure), brightless
and less-attractive colors for children, as well as
necklace name tag that disturb children’s activities
and they rejected directly (Mrs.Tiara (pseudonym),
29 June 2016)”.

It should be noted that there are a number of
criteria that must be considered in choosing the
appropriate learning media including the ease of
access, comliance cost, precision technology,
preferred interactivity media, organization support,
and novelty (Susilana and Riyana, 2012).

3.4 It takes Time

Character education requires considerable time to
build an understanding and behavioral practice as
expected. Such behavior needs to do repetitively,
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consistent, and continously. Thus, the behavior
becomes an awakened habit.

One of the teachers input with regard to the
Implementation of TPM-Kurtilas is that materials
tested are too quickly changed and different daily. It
feels like in a hurry, too quick that result in less
children understanding/comprehension. (Mrs.
Tiara’s Questionaire, 29 June 2016).

”I recommend that every materials given have a
range of time, not in a marathon, and not change the
teaching focus everyday”.

3.5 The important role a Teacher as a
Model

On the Javanese philosophies, teacher is a persona
that “digugu and ditiru” (be obeyed and imitated).
Teacher is a model for students (Wardani, 2010).
Therefore, on TPM-Kurtilas implementation, the
teachers play an important role. As stated Mrs Tiara
as follows:

Mrs Tiara (pseudonym) said; "the strategy that
used in this program has been good, however, all
implementation is depends on the teacher as a role
model"(questionnaire on June 29th 2016)

The role of teachers is not only teaching
academic but also educating characters, morals and
culture for their students. Relating to that issue Ki
Hajar Dewantara emphasized that with the Javanese
term "Ing ngarso sung tulodo, Ing madyo Mangun
Karso, tut wuri Handayani”, means that the teachers
needed to become a role model, a motivator and a
supporter for the children. In Indonesian society,
people still expected teachers to be a model and
perform a behaviour that reflected moral values. In
the research, Davidson et al (2008) describe the
teacher figure that students expected.  He asked the
students in the secondary school in the USA with a
question: “how do you know that the teachers care
about you?  Then students identified two patterns
behaviour that is crucial to figure out the teacher
characteristic. They said that the teacher would teach
well, means teacher would make class interesting
and commitment to work. In addition, the teacher
would show respect and fair. It means the teacher
not interrupt, disciple, deny, ignore or shout at
students. In general, the student expected teachers
are someone who performed individual's
capabilities, and have good character and morals
integrated. According to Lickona (1991) the school
institution expected to educate characters for
children, particularly take across to the teaching that
could develop respect and responsibility.  In the

book of Teacher and Lecturer Law No.14 year 2005
stated that “the teacher as professional educators
have the primary task to educate, teach, guide,
direct, train, assess and evaluate students in formal
education on the level of early childhood education,
basic education and secondary education”.

4 CONCLUSIONS

TPM-Kurtilas implementation in kindergarten
reached a good impression from teacher and
principal.  TPM-Kurtilas could help teachers to
teach values for the children. For the children, itself,
the systematic procedure on TPM-Kurtilas made
children easier to understand the role. To sum up,
base on the unique procedure of TPM-Kurtilas
helped teacher to make simple and concrete   the
abstract thing from the values.
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